A Novel Technique to Decrease BER using Waterfill Algorithm in OFDM-MIMO
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Abstract: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing has lot of helpful properties over the single-carrier modulation framework; a wireless communication. Existing research is entirely focused on increasing the quantity of transmitter & receiver antennas in MIMO system. They have not analyzed the data and symbol rate in the MIMO-OFDM diversity with Modulation technique. It's may be the foremost spectrally economical technique discovered thus far, & it allays various drawback of multipath propagation that originates large errors in data& signal loss within microwave & ultrahigh frequency range. To overcome this issue, Waterfill algorithm has been discussed. It is analyzed that with increase of antennas at transmitter & Receiver sides both, BER is decrease.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In present scenario, people don’t need only the cell phone associated with the system or their personal computer or laptop; they want their vehicle, camera and MP3 player etc., connected to single network. According to people requirements there is need of advancement of framework that could consolidate the Low Speed WLAN to High Speed WLAN. MIMO OFDM has possibly the ability to answer the developing interest of such framework [1,2]. It could offer the high information rate of up to 600Mbps and utilization of numerous antennas permits various transmission ways. OFDM could blend more number of clients and transmit them over moderate time changing channels. Thus MIMO-OFDM is the arrangement of up and coming 4G remote standard. By increasing spectral efficiency, MIMO-OFDM [3] opens the way to an assortment of new applications and empowers more practical execution for existing applications [4]. The one time vision to supplant wires in home entertainment applications, similar to TV cable substitution, has turned into a reality. OFDM is best raised that is utilized to transmit the signals from one end to another. OFDM may be a broadband multicarrier modulation technique that gives higher results& advantages over previous, additional single-carrier modulation technique as a result of it's a far better match with present large-speed knowledge necessities & operation within ultrahigh frequency & spectrum [7]. It's may be the foremost spectrally economical technique discovered thus far, & it mitigates various drawback of multipath broadcast that originates large errors in data & signal loss within microwave &
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing has lot of helpful properties over the single-carrier modulation framework; a wireless communication. Existing research is entirely focused on increasing the quantity of transmitter & receiver antennas in MIMO framework. They have not analyzed the data and symbol rate in the MIMO-OFDM diversity with Modulation technique. Also the deployment of the 5g technology is the biggest challenge here. It suffers with beam forming and beam tracking.

II. RELATED WORK

Shreedhar et al 2011,[5] proposed that by using appropriate Space Time Coding techniques on MIMO channels. These STBC methods are executed in MATLAB & analyzed for output according to their bit-error rates utilizing BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation scheme. Shruti Trivedi et al. 2012 [6] presented the analysis of BER utilizing BPSK modulation & after that optimum modulation is examined. Numerous transmit & receive can be utilized to frame numerous channels to expand the capacity and information rate. In MIMO framework identical data can be conveyed and expected from numerous antennas at the same time following the fading for each link between a couple of transmit and receive antennas can usually be thought to be independent, the probability that the data is identified precisely is higher. Hichan Moon et al.2011[7] presented that water filling power distribution schemes for general fading distributions touches point wise to functions in which control allocated to each non-zero network gains is fixed as the SNR technique towards endlessness. Here convergence quickness for above scheme is also investigated. Osama M. Haraz et al. 2016 [8] describes 3-aspect single-band printed inverted Fantenna (PIFA) process running in 28 GHz band for future mm Wave 5G wireless communications is offered. MIMO antenna framework of 3 single-band PIFA antenna factors. Dimensions of a solitary PIFA antenna element is 0.85 x 0.85 at 28 GHz. Antenna array displays decent isolation traits among carefully spread out antenna factors. Minimal isolation of 13 dB is located among its antenna essentials. Output exhibit that planned antenna has 807 MHz bandwidth. Different principal constraints in any WC method akin to ECC, DG, MEG, and ME, were intended& deliberated. Outcome exhibit that projected antenna array is an effective applicant for long run 5G MIMO conversation requests.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this research work, we are working on the issue of Diversity of modulation technique. For the simulation purpose, MATLAB tool has been used.

A. Waterfill Algorithm:

Water filling is a similitude for arrangement of numerous advancement issues identified with channel limit. In Water filling strategy force for spatial channels are balanced taking into account channels pick up. Channel which has high signal to noise proportion and gain up is allocated much energy. This energy boosts whole of information rates in all small channels [11]. Information rate in every small channel is identified with force allotment by Shannon's Gaussian limit equation

\[ C = B \log(1 + SNR) \]

Procedure of water-filling is like pouring water in container. Un-shaded segment of diagram speaks to converse of power addition of a specific channel. Part speaking to shadow speaks to Power distributed or water. Demonstrate most extreme water level. Aggregate sum of water filled or energy dispensed is relative Signal to clamor proportion of channel.
Availability of a MIMO framework is equivalent to arithmetical aggregate of limits of all channels scientifically it can be composed as:

$$Capacity = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log_2 (1 + Power\ Allocated \ast H)$$

Procedure of liquid satisfying is same to torrential liquid in container. Unshaded part of diagram shows opposite of power addition of a unique network. Part shows shadow signifies power assigned or water. $\eta$ represents maximum water level.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This unit deliberates outcomes of Waterfill algorithm.

Total quantity on liquid bursting is comparative to SNR ratio of channel.

Power assigned by each network is given by Eq. 1, as exposed in below method

\[
\text{Power allocated} = \frac{P_t + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{H_i}}{\sum \text{channels}} - \frac{1}{H_i} \quad (1)
\]

In which \(P_t\) is power budget of MIMO framework which is assigned among diverse channels & \(H\) is network matrix of framework. MIMO framework capacity is algebraic addition of each channel capacities and is assumed by method underneath.

\[
\text{Capacity} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log_2(1 + \text{PowerAllocated} \times H) \quad (2)
\]

User have to exploit overall bits quantity to be transport, Output displays that planned water-filling power division approach. As per approach succeeding stages are surveyed to perform planned water filling algorithm.

Steps for Algorithm:-

1. User do not require reordering MIMO-OFDM subcategories network gain realization in a downward manner
2. Gross opposite of network gains.
3. Water filling doesn’t non-uniform step structure because reverse of network gain.
4. Firstly take totality of Total Power \(P_t\) and channel gain Inverse. It offers whole area in water-filling & reverse power gain.

\[
P_t + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{H_i} \quad (3)
\]
5. Check beginning level of water by method given by taking allocation of average power

\[ \frac{P_t + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{H_i}}{\sum \text{channels}} \]  

(4)

6. Power values of every subcategories channel are determined by decreasing inverse channel gain of every network.

\[ \frac{P_t + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{H_i}}{\sum \text{channels}} - \frac{1}{H_i} \]  

(5)

7. In case Power allocation value converts non-positive halt iteration procedure.

![Figure 4.1 Outage capacities for awgn](image)

Figure 4.1 shows the external availability of the awgn. It visualized that when no of transmitter antenna and receiving antenna is increased error rate of water filling algorithm is increased as compared to least number of transmitter antenna and receiver antenna. Bit error rate of 4 transmit and receive antenna is very high 1.e 23bps which is very large as compare when we use single antenna for transmit and receive single.

![Figure 4.2 Ergodic capacities for awgn](image)
Figure 4.2 shows the Ergosic capacity of the awgn. It is observed that when no of transmitting antenna and receiver antenna is increased error rate of bit for water filling algorithm is rapidly rising as compared to the low no of transmitter antenna and receiving antenna. Bit error rate of 4 transmit and receive antenna is very high 1.e 29bps which is very large as compare when we use single antenna for transmit and receive single. When we compare bit error rate of two Outage as well as Ergodic capacity, it is seen that in case of Ergosic system value of bps is large even in single transmit and receive antenna.

![Fig.4.3 Capacity Comparison of AWGN Channel for Nt=1 & Nr=1](image)

Above bar graphs compares AWGN Channel capacity for Nt=1 & Nr=1. From graph it is clear that original Shannon capacity is very low when compare with enhanced waterfall capacity. When value of SNR is 5, capacity of original Shannon is just 20 on the other side capacity of enhanced waterfalls 60. Apart from this when value of SNR is 30, capacity of original Shannon is reached at 100 on the other side capacity of enhanced Waterfill is at maximum value i.e.140.

V. CONCLUSION

MIMO Technology is indispensable aspect of the today’s technology and standard of the wireless communication. These emerging fields involves WiMAX, HSPA+, 5G cell, energy efficient satellites etc. MIMO-OFDM is taken as a key innovation in high-information rate frameworks like 4G, IEEE 802.16, and advance digital video broadcasting. In the existing work, BER is more due to fixed number of antennas. Furthermore, main approach of a 5G-centered telecommunications network would reply problems that a 4G technique would provide as soon as it has entered trendy utilization. Beyond aforementioned variety of stakeholders, 5G have to help enhancing range of optimized Wi-Fi solutions (to different software domains, e.g., M2M) and adorning variety and enormous quantity of related contraptions, and associated range of visitor’s forms. It visualized that using water fill algorithm, when no of transmitter antenna and receiving antenna is increased error rate of water filling algorithm is increased as compared to least number of transmitter antenna and receiver antenna. Bit error rate of 4 transmit and receive antenna is very high.
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